UCF RULES
RWC Park Policies
 No Alcohol or tobacco products are permitted on the premises.
 No driving or parking on the grass is permitted at any time.
 Any damage to the RWC Park Facility, including the grass and landscape, will result in repair
charges and disciplinary action.
 All garbage must be disposed of in proper receptacles. User will incur charges if facility must be
cleaned by RWC Staff after use.
 No permanent alterations shall be made to the RWC Park Facility.
 Digging is prohibited at all RWC Park Facilities.
 No pets are permitted on the premises except those providing assistance to users with
disabilities.
Turf Field Policies
The following items and activities are prohibited on the Turf Fields:
 Tobacco Products (Smoking or Chewing)
 Sunflower Seeds or other shelled nuts
 Chewing Gum
 Pets except those providing assistance to users with disabilities
 Metal Cleats or long spike track shoes
 Cleats longer than 3/4 inch
 Food and Open Beverage containers
 Glass containers
 Sharp Objects
 Bikes, rollerblades, and skateboards
 Fireworks or any other open flame
 Golfing
 Shot putting, discus, or javelin throwing
 High pressure water spraying
 Placement of any spikes into the ground
 Chairs with pointed legs
 Motorized Vehicles
 Heavy static items without approval by RWC staff
 Moving of any items or placement of any items on to the turf without RWC staff approval
Severe Weather Policy
 Severe weather is defined as thunderstorms and other disturbances which may include
“accompanying winds and gusts, micro bursts, tornadoes, hail, heavy rainfall (flooding) as well
as lightning.”
 The RWC operates a lightning detection system that predicts and monitors in real time changing
atmospheric conditions.
 If lightening is detected the ThorGuard Lightning System will respond with 1 loud siren and ALL
outdoor activities including RWC Park reservations will cease until the lightening has cleared and
system has indicated clear conditions.
 The ThorGuard Lightning System will indicate when it is safe to return to activities by 3 short
sirens.
 RWC Staff will provide safety warnings in the absence of an alarm system.
 RWC Staff has the authority to close a facility based on visual observations of severe weather.

